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1.

I am a partner of the law firm of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP

("Orrick"), counsel of record for Plaintiff Microsoft Corp. ("Microsoft"). I make this declaration
in support of Microsoft's Motion for Default Judgement and Permanent Injunction. I make this
declaration of my own personal knowledge and, if called as a witness, I could and would testify
competently to the truth of the matters set forth herein.
I.

DEFENDANTS HAVE NOT RESPONDED TO THIS ACTION OR OTHERWISE
REQUESTED THAT THE DOMAINS AT ISSUE IN THIS CASE BE
REINSTATED
2.

As described more fully below, John Doe Defendants 1-5 ("Defendants")

have been properly served the Complaint, summons, and all key orders and pleadings in this
action pursuant to the means authorized by the Court in the Temporary Restraining Order and
Order for Preliminary Injunction, and these Defendants have failed to plead or otherwise defend
the action. The Clerk of the Court, Douglas C. Palmer, issued a Certificate of Default on
December 2, 2016. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a copy of the executed Certificate of Default.
3.

As of December 7, 2016, I have not been contacted by any of the

Defendants regarding this case or seeking reinstatement of the Dorkbot botnet control domains.
4.

Based upon the Defendants' operation of a sophisticated group of botnets,

previously available information and information developed in discovery, upon information and
belief, the Defendants against whom a notation of default is sought are not infants, in the military
or incompetent persons.
II.

SERVICE OF PROCESS AND NOTICE UPON DEFENDANTS
A.

Defendants Are Likely Aware Of This Proceeding Given The Impact Of The
TRO And Preliminary Injunction
5.

Defendants are very likely aware of this proceeding simply given the

significant impact of the TRO and preliminary injunction on their operations, in combination
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with the steps Microsoft took to serve process by e-mail and through publication, discussed
below.
6.

Evidence suggests that, following execution of the TRO, Defendants took

steps to restore their control over the Dorkbot botnets. Microsoft executed the TRO on
December 3, 2015. Consequently, traffic from Dorkbot-infected devices to certain Internet
domains that comprised the Dorkbot command and control infrastructure was redirected to
Microsoft sinkhole servers. This effectively severed communications between the Dorkbotinfected devices and the Defendants.
7.

By December 4, 2015, Microsoft determined that Dorkbot-infected

devices were beginning to communicate to previously dormant command and control domains.
Pursuant to the TRO, Microsoft had traffic to those new domains redirected to its sinkhole
servers. Between December 4-29, 2015 Microsoft determined that traffic between Dorkbot
infected devices and Defendants was being routed through still other, previously dormant,
domains, and had this traffic redirected pursuant to the TRO. This suggests that Defendants
were aware of their loss of communications with the Dorkbot-infected devices and were taking
steps to restore their command and control infrastructure. Microsoft blocked these attempts.
8.

By disabling the command and control infrastructure, the operation and

growth of the Dorkbot botnets at issue in this case have been frustrated by the temporary
restraining order and preliminary injunction issued by the Court. Because the domains
controlling the botnets have been disabled or redirected since December 3, 2015, Defendants
have not been able to access their software, which was operating through those domains, and
have not been able to communicate with Dorkbot-infected end-user machines using those
domains. This has impeded the Defendants' ability to grow the Dorkbot botnets and has
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significantly disrupted their ability to steal online credentials and personal information from the
owners of the infected computers. Given the obvious impact on the botnets, Defendants are very
likely to be aware of the impact on the botnet and the fact that the instant proceeding is the cause
of that impact.
9.

Additionally, as discussed in my Declaration In Support of Microsoft’s

Request for Certificate of Default (Dkt. No. 23), third-party observers of the Dorkbot botnets
have widely reported about this action, and I have confirmed that the action has been reported in
public media.
B.

Service By Internet Publication
10.

As discussed in my Declaration In Support of Microsoft’s Request for

Certificate of Default (Dkt. No. 23), Microsoft has served process by Internet publication, as
authorized by the TRO. Beginning on December 3, 2015, Microsoft published the Complaint,
summons and orders in this action on the publicly available website
www.botnetlegalnotice.com/dorkbot. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a copy of the Complaint to
which no response has been made by Defendants. All subsequent key pleadings and orders have
also been made available on that website throughout the case. A link to the website was sent in
each service of process e-mail sent to Defendants at the 17 e-mail addresses determined to be
associated with the Dorkbot botnet domains.
C.

Service By E-mail
11.

Microsoft has also served process through e-mail, as authorized by the

TRO. Through its pre-filing investigation and informal discovery efforts, Microsoft gathered
contact information, particularly e-mail addresses, associated with the botnet domains. In many
cases, Defendants had provided these e-mail addresses to domain registrars when completing the
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registration process for the domains used in the command and control of Dorkbot. Microsoft
used this contact information to serve Defendants.
12.

In this case, the e-mail addresses provided by Defendants to the domain

registrars are the most accurate and viable contact information and means of notice and service.
Since Defendants provided false names and addresses to the domain registrars, Defendants will
have expected notice regarding their use of the domains by e-mail. Given that Defendants
connected to the Dorkbot infected user computers through these domains, it was crucial for them
to remain vigilant as to any change of the domains' status. For example, one subpoena response
shows that a registrar often sent communications, including renewal notices, to Defendants via email. Since Defendants were able to maintain the Dorkbot domains active until the execution of
this Court's TRO, it follows that Defendants monitored the e-mail accounts to maintain use of the
domain registrars' services.
13.

Microsoft served by e-mail copies of the Complaint, Court Orders,

summons and a link to key pleadings in this action. The e-mail addresses associated with the
botnet domains were used to serve Defendants at 17 e-mail addresses. Despite this robust notice
and service, the Defendants have not come forward in this action to defend or seek reinstatement
of the Dorkbot botnet control domains.
14.

John Doe 1 ("wangfeng," "wang yufu," or "wang feng") was served at the

e-mail addresses used to register the malicious internet domains that control the Dorkbot botnets,
set forth at Appendix A to the Preliminary Injunction on December 3, 2015. John Doe 1 was
sent the Complaint, Temporary Restraining Order, Order to Temporarily Seal Case and summons
to e-mail addresses 1404418132@qq.com, matthew.wen@hotmail.com and mbakerh@yeah.net
on December 3, 2015, and to the alternate e-mail klajeng@163.com on December 9, 2015.
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John Doe 1 was sent a link to www.botnetlegalnotice.com/dorkbot containing all key pleadings
and orders in this action to the e-mail addresses 1404418132@qq.com,
matthew.wen@hotmail.com and mbakerh@yeah.net on December 4, 2015, and to the alternate
e-mail klajeng@163.com on December 9, 2015. John Doe 1 was later sent the Notice of Motion
for Expedited Discovery to Identify and Serve Doe Defendants and Memorandum in support of
this motion to e-mail addresses 1404418132@qq.com, klajeng@163.com,
matthew.wen@hotmail.com and mbakerh@yeah.net on December 9, 2015. John Doe 1 was sent
the Order Granting Motion for Expedited Discovery To Identify and Serve Doe Defendants,
Order for Preliminary Injunction, and Order to Unseal Case to e-mail addresses
1404418132@qq.com, klajeng@163.com, matthew.wen@hotmail.com and mbakerh@yeah.net
on December 15, 2015. There has been no response from John Doe 1 to date in this action.
15.

John Doe 2 ("Trainer Louise," "Xinghua Xu," or "Baohua Zhao") was

served at the e-mail addresses used to register the malicious internet domains that control the
Dorkbot botnets, set forth at Appendix A to the Preliminary Injunction on December 3, 2015.
John Doe 2 was sent the Complaint, Temporary Restraining Order, Order to Temporarily Seal
Case and summons to e-mail addresses luanren_8@tom.com, jilaheg@126.com and
trainerlouise@yahoo.com on December 3, 2015. John Doe 2 was sent a link to
www.botnetlegalnotice.com/dorkbot containing all key pleadings and orders in this action, to the
e-mail addresses luanren_8@tom.com, jilaheg@126.com and trainerlouise@yahoo.com on
December 4, 2015. John Doe 2 was later sent the Notice of Motion for Expedited Discovery to
Identify and Serve Doe Defendants and Memorandum in support of this motion to e-mail
addresses luanren_8@tom.com, jilaheg@126.com and trainerlouise@yahoo.com on December
9, 2015. John Doe 2 was sent the Order Granting Motion for Expedited Discovery To Identify
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and Serve Doe Defendants, Order for Preliminary Injunction, and Order to Unseal Case to e-mail
addresses luanren_8@tom.com, jilaheg@126.com and trainerlouise@yahoo.com on December
15, 2015. There has been no response from John Doe 2 to date in this action.
16.

John Doe 3 ("Sui Ming" or "Li Ming") was served at the e-mail addresses

used to register the malicious internet domains that control the Dorkbot botnets, set forth at
Appendix A to the Preliminary Injunction on December 3, 2015. John Doe 3 was sent the
Complaint, Temporary Restraining Order, Order to Temporarily Seal Case and summons to email addresses daliandm@sina.com, ewrewr@msn.com and kdnvkxnxc@sina.com on December
3, 2015. John Doe 3 was sent a link to www.botnetlegalnotice.com/dorkbot containing key
pleadings and orders in this action, to the e-mail addresses daliandm@sina.com,
ewrewr@msn.com and kdnvkxnxc@sina.com on December 4, 2015. John Doe 3 was later sent
the Notice of Motion for Expedited Discovery to Identify and Serve Doe Defendants and
Memorandum in support of this motion to e-mail addresses daliandm@sina.com,
ewrewr@msn.com and kdnvkxnxc@sina.com on December 9, 2015. John Doe 3 was sent the
Order Granting Motion for Expedited Discovery To Identify and Serve Doe Defendants, Order
for Preliminary Injunction, and Order to Unseal Case to e-mail addresses daliandm@sina.com,
ewrewr@msn.com and kdnvkxnxc@sina.com on December 15, 2015. There has been no
response from John Doe 3 to date in this action.
17.

John Doe 4 ("mohd at") was served at the e-mail addresses used to

register the malicious internet domains that control the Dorkbot botnets, set forth at Appendix A
to the Preliminary Injunction on December 3, 2015. John Doe 4 was sent the Complaint,
Temporary Restraining Order, Order to Temporarily Seal Case and summons to e-mail
exe445@gmail.com on December 3, 2015. John Doe 4 was sent a link to
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www.botnetlegalnotice.com/dorkbot containing key pleadings and orders in this action, to the email exe445@gmail.com on December 4, 2015. John Doe 4 was later sent the Notice of Motion
for Expedited Discovery to Identify and Serve Doe Defendants and Memorandum in support of
this motion to e-mail exe445@gmail.com on December 9, 2015. John Doe 4 was sent the Order
Granting Motion for Expedited Discovery To Identify and Serve Doe Defendants, Order for
Preliminary Injunction, and Order to Unseal Case to e-mail exe445@gmail.com on December
15, 2015. There has been no response from John Doe 4 to date in this action.
18.

John Doe 5 was served at the e-mail addresses used to register the

malicious internet domains that control the Dorkbot botnets, set forth at Appendix A to the
Preliminary Injunction on December 3, 2015. John Doe 5 was sent the Complaint, Temporary
Restraining Order, Order to Temporarily Seal Case and summons to e-mail addresses
1404418132@qq.com, esta4.info@protecteddomainservices.com,
f0001.info@protecteddomainservices.com, qiushangzhi@35.com,
ratk01.com@protecteddomainservices.com, yuming@yinsibaohu.aliyun.com on December 3,
2015, and to and to the alternate e-mail liuqibu_585@msn.com on March 25, 2016. John Doe 5
was sent a link to www.Dorkbotlegalnotice.com/dorkbot containing the Complaint, summons
and all orders in this action, to e-mail addresses 1404418132@qq.com,
esta4.info@protecteddomainservices.com, f0001.info@protecteddomainservices.com,
qiushangzhi@35.com, ratk01.com@protecteddomainservices.com,
yuming@yinsibaohu.aliyun.com on December 4, 2015, and to and to the alternate e-mail
liuqibu_585@msn.com on March 25, 2016. John Doe 5 was later sent the Notice of Motion for
Expedited Discovery to Identify and Serve Doe Defendants and Memorandum in support of this
motion to e-mail addresses 1404418132@qq.com, esta4.info@protecteddomainservices.com,
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f0001.info@protecteddomainservices.com, qiushangzhi@35.com,
ratk01.com@protecteddomainservices.com, yuming@yinsibaohu.aliyun.com on December 9,
2015, and to and to the alternate e-mail liuqibu_585@msn.com on March 25, 2016. John Doe 5
was sent the Order Granting Motion for Expedited Discovery To Identify and Serve Doe
Defendants, Order for Preliminary Injunction, and Order to Unseal Case to e-mail addresses
1404418132@qq.com, esta4.info@protecteddomainservices.com,
f0001.info@protecteddomainservices.com, qiushangzhi@35.com,
ratk01.com@protecteddomainservices.com, yuming@yinsibaohu.aliyun.com on December 15,
2015, and to and to the alternate e-mail liuqibu_585@msn.com on March 25, 2016. There has
been no response from John Doe 5 to date in this action.
19.

As discussed in my Declaration In Support of Microsoft’s Request for

Certificate of Default (Dkt. No. 23), Microsoft used an e-mail tracking service to monitor
whether service e-mails were received and read. A number of the known e-mail addresses were
in operation and successfully received the service of process e-mails at that time.
D.

Attempted Notice And Service By Mail
20.

Microsoft has investigated each physical mailing addresses associated

with the Dorkbot botnet domains. This information appears to have been fabricated by
Defendants to cover their tracks. For example, our investigation team verified many instances in
which the addresses used to register domains do not exist. For example, one registrant listed
"ningboshi1zhonggongmiaojiedaoxuefulu1" as his street name. Other registrant addresses were
incomplete or located in China. From this, I conclude that the e-mail addresses associated with
the domains and described above are the most viable way to communicate with the Defendants
in this action. As noted above, Defendants provided these e-mail addresses when registering the
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domains used in the command and control infrastructure of the botnet making it likely that
Defendants at least monitor messages sent to those addresses.
III.

INVESTIGATION REGARDING DEFENDANTS' CONTACT AND
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
21.

Microsoft endeavored to identify additional contact information through

which Defendants could be served. Over the course of its investigation, pursuant to the Court's
discovery order, Microsoft has served 12 subpoenas on 10 entities based in the United States in
multiple rounds of discovery. Additionally, Microsoft has made inquiries of 2 entities outside of
the United States.
22.

However, given (a) Defendants' use of aliases and false information, (b)

limitations in the ability to carry out non-U.S. discovery, (c) the ease with which anonymous
activities can be carried out through the Internet and (d) the sophistication of the Defendants, we
have been unable to specifically and definitively determine the "real" names and physical
addresses of Defendants, at which they might be served by personal service.
23.

Notwithstanding these limitations, through the discovery process, the

investigation has yielded multiple pieces of information about the Defendants.
24.

First, as described in the Declaration of Jason Lyons (Dkt. No. 10) at ¶ 10,

investigators found that when an infected computer connects to a Dorkbot domain, it is actually
connecting to a server computer connected to Internet IP addresses located in China, Europe, the
United States, or Canada. As further described in the Lyons Declaration at ¶ 10, the IP address
to which the greatest number of Dorkbot botnet control domains resolve is one that geo-locates
to China. Based on the information provided by the botnet operators when registering these
domains, including the contact information (believed to be falsified but nonetheless used by the
registrants in a way that allows identification of clusters of domains), the configuration of the
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name servers for the domains, the naming convention used for the domains, and other indicators,
investigators concluded that each Defendant controls his or her own separate pool of Dorkbotinfected user computers but that all Defendants likely share a command and control server at the
China IP address. Id.
25.

Second, for each of the Defendants, we investigated the e-mail addresses

to determine whether those pieces of information could be used to identify the real names of
Defendants and their physical addresses. Our investigation team conducted Internet searches to
determine whether these pieces of information correlated to real names or physical addresses
associated with Defendants. For example, the investigation looked for instances where
Defendants may have used these e-mail addresses in contexts other than their anonymous
activities that are the subject of this case; for example, in personal exchanges or business affairs
on the Internet where they used their real names or addresses. However, despite an extensive
effort in this regard, the e-mail addresses did not definitively correlate to any real names or
physical addresses. Given Defendants' incentives and practices to conceal themselves, discussed
further below, Microsoft believes that it is likely that nicknames, even those resembling real
names, are fictitious.
26.

During our investigation of e-mail addresses, we encountered a large

number of instances in which Defendants had used free e-mail services. To the extent that we
were able to serve subpoenas upon such service providers in the United States, we did so,
seeking registration and account information for the free e-mail accounts used by Defendants.
The subpoena responses revealed that when registering free e-mail addresses, Defendants were
able to sign up using fictitious names. Thus, Defendants were able to conceal their identities and
physical locations.
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27.

Some of the subpoena responses from free e-mail providers also contained

the IP addresses from which Defendants had logged into the free e-mail accounts. We examined
the IP addresses and explored whether it would be possible to send subpoenas to Internet service
providers seeking the identities of subscribers using these IP address at the particular moment in
time that the IP addresses accessed the e-mail accounts. In most instances, these IP addresses
were from connections in Peru, Saudi Arabia and Lebanon. Given the lack of civil document
discovery mechanisms and formal processes in these countries, we believe that attempting to
pursue these avenues would be fruitless.
28.

The login IP addresses for some of the e-mail accounts were from

disparate locations all over the world. Based on my own experience investigating cybercrime
matters and, upon information and belief, this pattern of login IP addresses is consistent with
logins through a botnet or other form of "proxy" communications. The sole purpose of some
proxy services is to allow Internet users to anonymously use the Internet, without divulging the
user's IP address. These proxy computers and services cycle Internet access through a large
number of globally distributed IP addresses, thereby concealing the location of the user accessing
the Internet through the service. For example, the Internet user's connection to the Internet may
be through a first IP address and ordinarily that is what would be displayed when a legitimate
user is accessing an e-mail account. However, by using the proxy service, the Defendants' access
will reflect the IP address of the proxy computer, rather than the user's actual connection. Often
these services "chain" together multiple proxy computers, to make nearly impossible to trace the
original IP address of the user. Upon information and belief, these proxy services do not likely
maintain records of the ultimate users, as the entire purpose of the services are to anonymize
Internet access. These proxy computers and services are used by parties engaged in Internet
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abuse, in order to conceal their identities. I believe that Defendants in this action are likely to
have used such services, given the nature of the IP addresses seen in some of the records of free
e-mail providers.
29.

One subpoena response from a free e-mail provider included certain

additional information, known as "header information," for one e-mail address associated with
the Dorkbot botnet control domains. An e-mail "header" is the section of an e-mail that precedes
the message content. It contains the particular routing information of the message, including the
sender, recipient, and date. However, it contains no information about the contents of the e-mail
message. In this instance, the e-mail headers showed that the account holder only sent ten
e-mails over the course of five years. In order to find out more about these e-mail recipients, we
served additional subpoenas to the corresponding free e-mail service providers. One subpoena
response revealed that the e-mail accounts of the e-mail recipients had been deleted and no
historical records were maintained by the e-mail provider.
30.

The e-mail headers also show that the John Doe received spam-like e-

mails from third party companies. We served subpoenas to these companies requesting any
identifying information of the customer who used the e-mail to access their services. The
subpoena responses did not contain any information that could be used to identify the John Does.
Additionally, no contact information could be discerned from the e-mail routing information
found in the e-mail headers.
31.

For the foregoing reasons, the subpoenas to free e-mail providers did not

yield information about the real names or physical addresses of Defendants. We were unable to
obtain the actual contents of e-mails held by such e-mail providers, given statutory restrictions
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imposed by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act on the ability of such providers to share
that information pursuant to civil subpoena.
32.

Third, we also investigated the botnet domains set forth at Appendix A of

the Preliminary Injunction. Each of these domains identifies a Dorkbot command and control
server. To create these domains, Defendants must have registered the domain name with any
one of the many domain name registrars in the world. We identified the specific domain
registrars through which Defendants had registered Dorkbot botnet control domains. To the
extent that we were able to serve subpoenas upon domain registrars in the United States, we did
so, seeking account information, to determine whether any non-public account information
would lead to the real names or physical addresses of the Defendants. However, the discovery
responses we received revealed that Defendants used fake name and physical address
information to register for domains.
33.

In two instances, domains had been purchased through a registrar in the

Russian Federation. Orrick's local counsel in the Russian Federation sent a request to these
registrars asking for identifying information of Defendants. However, the registrars' response
showed that Defendants used false names and incomplete or false addresses to purchase the
domains.
IV.

CONCLUSION
34.

While there are tools, techniques and discovery process that can

potentially be used to identify Defendants engaged in Internet activities, as discussed above, in
this case these processes have been exhausted and Defendants have not been identified.
Microsoft's efforts to identify and serve Defendants based on Dorkbot domain registry
information were fruitless because Defendants used false names and false or foreign addresses.
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Microsoft's efforts to identify and serve Defendants by serving subpoenas to e-mail providers,
registrars and other third party service providers were equally ineffective because Defendants
used false names, addresses and credit card information to obtain these services. Defendants also
made sure to limit the public use of the nicknames and e-mail accounts associated with the
Dorkbot domains, so that they are never linked to the Defendants' "real" names and locations.
Finally, Microsoft's efforts to identify and serve Defendants by researching the locations from
which they log-on to their e-mail accounts were unsuccessful because Defendants' traffic
originated from disparate locations all over the world, including London, Peru, Saudi Arabia and
Lebanon. Thus, Defendants engaged in deliberate and persistent behavior that allowed them to
perpetrate serious criminal offenses and civil torts, which caused substantial harm to thousands
of victims, without being identified.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that
the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on: December 7, 2016

Respectfully submitted,

By:
GABRIEL M. RAMSEY
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